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Abstract-One of the emerging techniques is the Data Hiding (DH) which provides security when make the secret information disappear 

inside the multimedia contents through changing some components (generally nonessential) in the cover or host file. DH or may be said 

information hiding is a main term involves an extra band of problems beyond content embedding multimedia messages. The hiding 

term here may pointed to make the information not visible (like the watermarking) or it keeps the information secret. For that, 

watermarking embeds marks inside the digital documents (images, sounds, videos, text.). Nowadays Digital Watermarking (DW) will 

represent a main protocol to solve the problems of authentication and copyright protection, which consider major demands for security 

in marketplaces. It collects signal processing and image with communication theory, cryptography, signal compression, coding theory, 

and visual perception theory.  

The essential goal of this paper is to make a brief review for different watermarking methods that may use multimedia file audio or 

video as a host media to hide a message without affecting the file structure and content of it. In addition, the algorithm of embedding 

utilizes an orthogonal key or symmetric key as a code to increase the watermark information security. Otherwise, the watermarking 

with video multimedia is take place so that it loads the digital watermark into the video stream through the embedding of the copyright 

information inside the host video, which may protect the digital products copyright or protect also the legal own of the copyright holders. 
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I. Brief Introduction 

DW consider a promising technology that used for digital media copyright protection. It was appeared at the end of the 

20th century to make the copyright protection takes place. So that, information data of the owner which called watermark was 

entered (embedded) inside the digital media (audio, image, and video) but with a condition that the perceptual quality not affected. 

It can be divided to three parts: Non-blind, semi-blind and blind. In the first one, the method extracts the watermark while the host 

image is being employed. The second method share a particular characteristics with the host  image, while in the third method, 

the detection process do not necessarily need the host image [1]. 

The technique of watermarking is hiding secret signal inside digital signal by away keeps the overall quality of the host 

signal (original signal) not change. Several watermarks are proposed normally for providing more security to an image or any 

multimedia via embedding one, two, or more secret information inside the cover (host) image [2]. 

Moreover, the information hiding (a image, Video, or Audio) is named as the watermark. The multimedia that has a 

hiding information is named as watermarked multimedia. In several schemes of watermarking, a watermarked image may has a 

logo or any other information into the image, which is visible, and you can see it. Meanwhile, these logo or information can be 

remove or corrupt with simple image processing techniques. Another scheme uses invisible watermarking, such that, the 

information is invisible (virtually) after embedding them. Therefore, it can be concluded that the watermarking process may 

accomplished in many different ways [3]. 

In addition, a steganographic technique considers as one of the watermarking types, which has a main goal of securing 

the object in spite of the object invisibility. The main difference between these methods is the excellent robustness ability of 

watermarking schemes. So that, an ideal system of steganography may embed more information without visible degradation to 

the host object (multimedia), while ideal system of watermarking may embed an information which cannot be removed or varied 

without making the host object unusable [4]. 

The algorithm of watermarking in recent years has been suggested in protecting the contents of the multimedia from 

intellectual piracy. The idea can be done by analyzing the basic content (original) through embedding a signature inside it, but in 

a condition of the ability of extracting it when necessary, as an ownership proof [5]. 
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II. Types of Watermarking [6, 7, 8] 

Watermarking technique can be categorized according to different criteria, which depicted in Figure (1) and classified as 

follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (1) Watermarking classification 

A. According to the Documents 

1) Watermarking in Video Multimedia: It is the development of image watermarking, here insert watermark into the video stream 

to manage video utilization. This approach need a real time efficient extrication and robustness for compression. 

2) Watermarking in Image Multimedia: When hide a secret info into an image and to catch and recover that secret info for the 

ownership authorization. 

3) Text watermarking: The addition of watermark to the DOC, PDF and any text file to prevent any change can be taken to text. 

The addition of watermark can be hide in the font frame and the slot between alphabet and line slot. 

4) Watermarking in Audio Multimedia: According to internet music, MP3, This utilization field is one of the most favored and 

blazing issue. 

 

B. According to the Working Domains 

1) Spatial domain: It spotlight on customize the pixels of one or more aimlessly choice subsets of multimedia. The most popular 

techniques used are Least Significant Bit (LSB) and Spread-Spectrum Modulation (SSM). 

2) Frequency domain: Here the account of satisfied frequencies are corrected from their authentic. 

 

C. According to the Human Perceptivities 

1) Visible watermark: Many digital materials like stamping a watermark on paper, television channels, whose logo is visibly 

overlapped  on it's TV picture, like Home Box Office( HBO ) channel. For all these fields the watermark can be seen by human . 

2) Invisible watermarking: Here is technique which can hide secret into digital materials which cannot be seen, but can be 

investigate with the right spreadsheet. In fact it can be used to prove the owner of the digital materials ,but can't prevent the theft 

to stolen it, which is essentially  good. Also the invisible watermarking can be classified into: Robust and Fragile. The first one 

refers to those watermarks that can be extracted within an article after important levels of weakening of all type. The second one 

deels with the approach when watermark gets broken after watermarked content is modified or weaken by different attacks types. 

It is improper for satisfied the copyright of the file considering it can be so calmly detached, but it can be used  where the  main 

important thing is proofing the file will not alter, like use a file as evidence in a court of law, since any attacks  can remove the 

watermark. 

3) Dual watermarking: Here a consolidation of visible and invisible watermark is take place. It accommodate both of them indoors 

with the cover. 
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III. Applications within Watermarking Techniques [3] 

Some of the applications can be stated and explained as follows: 

1) Applications in Medical Field: Here the watermarking may utilize to write the patient name on MRI scan or X-ray reports. For 

this reason, it can consider as the most important application since it reduces the misplacements of reports that consider a very 

important thing during treatment.                                                                                                                                                                                   

2) Applications in Covert communication Field: This application deals with data hiding, so it may referred to the earliest 

applications of watermarking. It is a method of sending and receiving secret messages (data). Several available programs 

(commercially one) are designed for this application, and containing Stego-Tools inside it.  

3) Ownership Proof and protection: In ownership protection, the embedded watermark has a ownership proof which is always 

unique. The embedded information is secure and robust against different attacks and can be seen in a case of dispute of ownership.  

4) Tampering detection and Authentication: the development in a computer technology makes the manipulation of the contents of 

digital multimedia is very easier as well as there is a difficulty in determining the content originality. Thus, the content 

authentication is the method of which the integrity is confirmed for watermarked information to make sure that the information is 

not tampered with. 

5) Finger printing: Some applications in different fields may require an additional information about the end user in spite of the 

owner of a digital content. 

6) Monitoring of broadcast: it is used in identification information code for monitoring an active broadcast. 

7) Copy control and access control: A recording device must include watermark detection circuitry to prevent recording of a signal 

control another device. 

8) Information carrier: Here the technique of blind watermarking can be utilized in this group of applications.  

9) Monitoring of airline traffic: In this application, the watermarking is used so that the number of the flight is embedded inside 

the voice communication between flight pilot and ground operator. 

 

IV. Watermarking Theory 

DW is like the idea of physical objects watermarking but the difference thing is that it uses digital content instead of 

physical objects. Here the logo or information is secret and embedded inside different image or any other multimedia in an 

imperceptible manner. The logo or secret information is named as a watermark and it includes some metadata, such as copyright 

or security information about the basic (cover) data. Essentially, the main system composed of a watermarking embedding 

algorithm and a watermarking detector algorithm as seen in Figure 2 [9]. 

In this context, the algorithm of embedding is responsible on inserting a watermark (Logo or any multimedia) into the 

cover image while the detecting algorithm extract the embedding information or logo. A watermark key sometimes utilized during 

the detecting and embedding process. The key has a relation of one-to-one with watermark information. It is private (special) and 

known for intending users only to ensure that only desirable users may extract or detect the watermark. The common embed 

method is Least Significant Bit (LSB), while the common keys used in the watermarking process are the Wavelet Transform (WT) 

and Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [10]. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. (2) Watermark embedding and detecting technique 
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A. LSB Idea and Modification  

The common major algorithm for embedding any watermark is the least significant-bits, which insert any multimedia 

into the cover object. It is very simple technique, but despite of that, LSB suffers from a lot off drawbacks. However, it can pull 

out the transformations like addition of undesirable noise or cropping also losing [11]. 

Here the varying of LSB of a pixel (in image for example) may results in small variation in the colors intensity. In spite 

of that, this variation may not be noticeable by the human system of visibility. While, an easy attacker can extract the variation 

bits, because, it has very simple operation. As an example, Figure 3 depicts the LSB of 1-bit. So that, the value of the pixel of 

cover image is (141)10-(10001101)2 with the secret data is = 0. Applied LSB-1 yielded that the cover pixel value is (140)10-

(10001100)2. Which means that the LSB able to store 1-bit in each pixel. Now if the size of cover image is 256*256 pixel, the 

total amount that can be stored is equal to 65,536 bits or 8,192 bytes of embedded data [12, 13]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (3) 1 Bit LSB 

 

B. Discreet Wavelet Transform (DWT) Theory and Derivation 

DWT consider as a mathematical tool of image decomposing in hierarchical way. DWT is very useful method in 

processing of signals with non-stationary behavior. Here the transform is depend on small waves (wavelets) of limited duration 

and varying frequency. It achieves both spatial and frequency description of an image, also the temporal information is retained 

unlike the conventional Fourier transform [14]. The DWT splits the signal into low frequency and high frequency parts. The low 

one includes coarse information of signal while high one includes edge components information. The benefit of the components 

that contain the high frequency part is the use of it for watermarking because the eye is less sensitive to edges varies [15]. 

The process of decomposition may grouped into stages, which named as depths or levels. So that at every level, different 

frequency and time resolution is taken. In this context, the high frequency resolution denotes to lower time resolution and vice 

versa. The variable resolution is accomplish by using wavelets, and can be derive from the original wavelet; that may called as 

mother wavelet [16] and the equations of it can be depicted as follows: 

   00

2

0,  ktsst jj

kj                                            … (1) 

Where s is scaling variable, and generally s0 = 2,   is the discretizing period, the mother wavelet, represented by  t

, yields following two-dimensional parameterization of  tkj , . 

         22 2

, ktt jj

kj                                                 … (2) 

The wavelet systems consider being a useful system if it fulfill the conditions of multiresolution. Therefore, the lower 

resolution coefficients may be found from higher resolution coefficients through the tree-structured algorithm, which called filter-

bank. The idea of multiresolution is understand with better way by using a function pointed by  t  and named as scaling 

function. The two-dimensional functions are generated as seen in equation (3). 

   ktt jj

kj  2 2 2

,                                                       … (3) 
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 t  (The lower resolution), can be known as a weighted sum of a version that shifted to the next higher resolution, 

 t2 , as the following equation: 

           2 2  ktkht
k

                                         … (4) 

The coefficients group of  kh 's may called the coefficients of scaling function, while 2  remains the norm of scaling 

function with the scale of two. Similarly  t  will be shown in equation (5): 

           2 2 ktkgt
k

                                … (5) 

The coefficients group of  kg ’s may called the coefficients of wavelet function (or wavelet filter). Obviously, it can be 

seen that the wavelet and scaling coefficients at j scale are proportional to the (j + 1) scaling coefficients by the two relations 

depicted in equations (6 and 7). 

      
m

jj makmhka 1 2                                               … (6) 

      
m

jj mbkmgkb 1 2                                             … (7) 

Fig. (4) shows the achievement of both equations (6) and (7). h with g referred to low-pass with high-pass filters whose 

denoted to  kh  with  kg  coefficients respectively. In addition, the arrows that pointed to down referred to a down sampling 

or decimation by two. The splitting (decimation and filtering) may repeats within the scaling coefficients to achieve the structure 

of the two-scale [17, 18]. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. (4) Wavelet coefficients filter bank 

C. Discreet Cosine Transform (DCT) 

Generally, a watermark process in frequency domain is a lot off robust and compatible to the standards of image 

compression, therefore, to embed a watermark (Logo or any multimedia information), a frequency transformation is considered 

to the cover data. After that, analyzing and modifications are taken to the transform coefficients. The Possible frequency 

transformations may include: Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) in addition to Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), and others. 

DCT turns around the edge of the image to transform it into even function form. For this reason, DCT considers as the most 

common linear transformations in digital signal processing systems [19]. 

It referred as sinusoids sum of various frequencies and magnitudes. So that, the main features here is DCT takes input 

data after correlated it and then focuses its energy in the first transform coefficients, therefore the input data should include a 

correlated quantities. Thus, most of them are small numbers or zeros, and a little are large. Previously coefficients contain most 

necessary information (low frequency), while the latest coefficients contain the little necessary information (high frequency). 

Equation (8) shows 1-D DCT sequence of length N, where u= 0,1,2,…,N-1. 

𝐶(𝑢) = 𝛼(𝑢)∑ 𝑓(𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑠 [
𝜋(2𝑥+1)𝑢

2𝑁
]𝑁−1

𝑥=0                         … (8)    
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            x here is equal to 0,1,2,…,N-1and α(u) is referred as you can see in equation (9). 

𝛼(𝑢) =

{
 
 

 
 √

1

𝑁
           𝑓𝑜𝑟   𝑢 = 0

√
2

𝑁
          𝑓𝑜𝑟    𝑢 ≠ 0

                                     … (9) 

 

α(v) and α(u) are given in equation (9), are the 2-D DCT basis function that may be generated via multiplying 1-D basis 

functions (horizontally oriented) and (vertically oriented) set of the same functions. Equation (10) give the 2-D of  DCT [20, 21]. 

𝐶(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝛼(𝑢)𝛼(𝑣) ∑ ∑ 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑐𝑜𝑠 [
𝜋(2𝑥+1)𝑢

2𝑁
] 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑁−1

𝑦=0
𝑁−1
𝑥=0 [

𝜋(2𝑦+1)𝑣

2𝑁
]  (10) 

 

V.  Applied Measures [22, 23, 24] 

Quality of correlation between the original image and the extracted one after watermarking (watermarked image) can be 

measure in term of Bit Error Rate (BER), Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) measured, Root Mean Square value (RMS), Peak Signal 

to Noise Ratio value (PSNR) and Mean Square Error (MSE). 

A. MSE  

It is the square of error between the original image (multimedia) with the watermarked version of image, and can be 

measured using eq (11):  

 

                     ...(11) 

 

Where (x) represent the (original) image and x' represent the watermarked image. Both x and x' have N samples calculated 

by equation above, where ( M and N) are the size of the host image.  

 B. RMS 

RMS of a quantity is the square root of the mean value of the squared amount over interval, and it can be calculated as 

seen in eq. (12): 

2][MSERMS                                                       … (12) 

Where ( MSE ) is the Mean square error computed.  

 C. BER 

In telecommunication transportation, the bit error rate Bit Error Rate is the percentage of  corrupted bits  to that of all  

bits received, the calculation can be obtained by eq. (13) . 

%100*
* NM

B
BER err                                                   …(13)    

Where  (N and M) are the dimensions of the host image.            

D. SNR 

The limiting factor used for  identifying the amount of the signal that corrupted by the noise  is Signal-Noise Ratio. The 

(SNR) can be obtained by eq. (14). 

Power

Power

noise

signal
SNR                                                         ...(14) 

E. PSNR  

To calculate the amount  of the watermarked images compuite the PSNR value, its most frequently used to calculate of 

quality of rebuilding in image compression. 
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VI. Conclusions 

This research examine the methods and kinds of multimedia watermarking with the evaluation of LSB that based on 

digital watermarking method. In addition, it introduces an a considrable concepts (basic concepts) in watermarking theory, 

containing its properties, foundation, applications and requirements. 

Many of watermarking methods have presented in spatial domain and transform domain. The DCT and DWT are 

explained preifly in this report, since they consider the main key in digital watrmarking technique. The RGB image and digital 

movies such as DVD are widely applied in computer and Internet, the protection of authentication and copyright in the video 

image are very important. The owner will be grade to post his products in Internet if the copyright is protected him. 
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